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**Article 19 – Joint investigations**

States Parties shall consider concluding bilateral or multilateral agreements or arrangements whereby, in relation to matters that are the subject of investigations, prosecutions or judicial proceedings in one or more States, the competent authorities concerned may establish joint investigative bodies. In the absence of such agreements or arrangements, joint investigations may be undertaken by agreement on a case-by-case basis. The States Parties involved shall ensure that the sovereignty of the State Party in whose territory such investigation is to take place is fully respected.
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I INTRODUCTION

Joint investigations, in which law enforcement and judicial officials from two or more States work together, can be useful to investigate and prosecute complex transnational organized crime cases and can complement other types of mutual legal assistance and law enforcement cooperation. Joint investigations maximize direct personal contacts and address the practical problem that investigators and prosecutors usually are not able and not authorized to work across borders. In an age where virtually every crime may be committed transnationally, it also appears to be obsolete and counterproductive to restrict law enforcement to national borders.1

Agreements and arrangements enabling joint investigations are one way to address this obstacle insofar as they permit foreign law enforcement and judicial officials to work alongside or on behalf of their local counterparts. The creation of joint investigative teams (often referred to by the acronym JIT, also referred to as ‘joint investigation teams’) further permits the direct transmission of information without the need to use formal mutual legal assistance channels.2

Article 19 of the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC),3 which is based on Article 9(1)(c) of the 1988 Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances,4 encourages the use of joint investigations in order to investigate and prosecute transnational organized crime more effectively and exchange relevant information more swiftly across borders. To that end, Article 19 asks States Parties to consider the development of bilateral or multilateral arrangements or agreements regarding an establishment of joint investigative bodies, mindful of the legal and sovereignty issues involved.5 If such agreements or arrangements do not (yet) exist, Article 19 further encourages joint investigations on a case-by-case basis. An identical provision to Article 19 can be found in Article 49 of the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC).6

I.1 Background

Article 19 is part of a suite of UNTOC provisions which seek to enable and enhance international cooperation between the States Parties in matters of criminal justice involving transnational organized crime. These measures include extradition (Article 16), mutual legal assistance (Article 18), joint investigations (Article 19), law enforcement cooperation (Article 27), transfer of sentenced persons (Article 17), and transfer of criminal proceedings (Article 21). The Convention thus opens avenues to obtain additional evidence, access information, recover assets, freeze funds, confiscate property, and arrest and return fugitives.

Article 32 establishes the Conference of the Parties (CoP) as the institutional body to facilitate and review the implementation of UNTOC by States Parties (as mandated by Article 34(1)).

---

3 Opened for signature 15 November 2000, 2225 UNTS 209 (entry into force 29 September 2003), also referred to as ‘Organized Crime Convention’.
4 Opened for signature 20 December 1988, 1582 UNTS 95 (entry into force 11 November 1990).
6 Opened for signature 31 October 2003, 2349 UNTS 41 (entry into force 14 December 2005).
Conference, which first met in 2004, provides a forum for States Parties to meet regularly, share information on transnational organized crime, review the implementation, and make recommendations to improve UNTOC and the three Protocols which supplement the Convention. In 2005, the CoP decided to establish an open-ended working group to hold substantive discussions on practical issues pertaining to extradition, mutual legal assistance and international cooperation for the purpose of confiscation. The group first met in 2006 and later became a constant element of the CoP.

Since 2008, the CoP and its working groups have repeatedly explored and discussed the topic of joint investigations and the obligations arising from Article 19 of the UNTOC. In 2008, the CoP convened an Informal Expert Working Group to examine the subject of joint investigations in more detail. The Group met from 2 to 4 September 2008 in Vienna, Austria and presented a 34-page report of its discussions, findings, considerations and recommendations to the fourth session of the CoP in October 2008.7

In 2020, UNODC (the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime and Secretariat of the UNTOC) prepared a background paper on ‘The use and role of joint investigative bodies in combating transnational organised crime’ for the Working Group on International Cooperation.8 This paper presents an overview of the international framework related to joint investigations in relation to transnational organized crime, including but not limited to the UNTOC, and of legal and practical aspects pertaining to it, with a view to enabling further dialogue on good practices and challenges encountered in this field. In the same year, UNODC prepared a further background paper on ‘Best Practices in joint investigations and specialized prosecutions’ for the Working Group on Trafficking in Persons.9

In 2020, the CoP adopted Resolution 5/8 ‘Implementation of the provisions on international cooperation of the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime’. This Resolution, inter alia, recommends

(d) Building, based on existing cases and experiences, a matrix identifying legal and practical issues that could arise in the implementation of article19 of the Organized Crime Convention and by establishing modalities for conducting joint investigations, including by creating joint investigative bodies, as well as possible solutions to those issues, including by collecting examples of arrangements or agreements concluded between States parties for that purpose;

In 2022, the CoP further adopted Resolution 11/1 ‘Implementation of the provisions on international cooperation of the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime’, stating:

(i) In accordance with the mandates contained in Conference resolution 5/8 and relevant guidance stemming from the deliberations of the Working Group, the Secretariat should develop, subject to the availability of resources, a matrix identifying legal and practical issues that could arise in the implementation of article 19 of the Convention, as well as possible solutions for those issues, including by collecting examples of arrangements or agreements concluded between States parties for that purpose, and, upon request, should assist States parties in developing a set of legal, practical and operational guidelines for the implementation of article 19.

---

The present report executes these calls to examine the issues associated with the implementation of Article 19.

I.2 Purpose of this report

Pursuant to CoP resolutions 5/8, paragraph 2(d), and 11/1, Annex I, paragraph (i), the purpose of this report is to map the legal and practical issues that could arise in the implementation of Article 19 of the UNTOC and to provide possible solutions for those issues, including by collecting examples of arrangements or agreements concluded between States Parties. These issues are summarised in a concise manner in a matrix annexed to this report.

To this end, this report explains the concept and legal bases of joint investigations with a focus on joint investigation teams, outlines general considerations and concerns when establishing and operating JITs, and explores in detail the legal and practical issues associated with the planning, setting up, operation, and closing and evaluation of JITs. Furthermore, the report highlights a range of case examples, best practice studies, and model arrangements and agreements involving JITs and provides references to additional legal and scholarly material on joint investigation teams.

This report is aimed at national authorities and international organisations with a mandate relating to the prevention and suppression of transnational organized crime, chief among them law enforcement authorities, departments of justice and home/interior affairs, prosecution services, and the judiciary. The report is also intended for use by legislators and policy makers seeking to enable and improve international cooperation in criminal justice matters and to create the legal, regulatory, and institutional bases for such cooperation. Furthermore, this report seeks to assist those charged with the protection of witnesses and victims of organized crime and those protecting the rights of the accused and, by extension, fundamental human rights and civil liberties, especially in a criminal justice context. Lastly, the report is aimed at research institutions and experts working on organized crime, transnational criminal law, cross-border law enforcement and judicial cooperation.

I.3 Structure

This report is divided into seven main parts, I to VII. Following this introduction, part II provides some general context on joint investigations, explaining the concept, relevant terminology, and the obligations under Article 19 of the UNTOC. Part III sets out some general considerations and concerns pertaining to the use of joint investigation teams. The following parts examine the main features of JITs and relevant legal considerations and practical issues concerning the planning, setting up, operation, closing and evaluation of JITs. These four distinct stages of JITs, and the legal and practical issues arising in their context, are discussed separately in parts IV to VII. A matrix summarising the main issues for each stage follows in the Annex.

Examples of past and present JITs and their activities, case studies and best practice examples, model agreements and their elements, along with samples of national law can be found throughout the report and are set out in separate textboxes. The report closes with a list of references to relevant primary and secondary sources, and an appendix setting out multilateral (international and regional) instruments containing provisions directly relating to joint investigations.
I.4 Method and obstacles

The research and analysis for this report involves desk-based collection and consideration of primary and secondary sources as well as consultation with representatives of law enforcement agencies and experts from other national authorities and international organisations, including participants of an informal expert group meeting on international cooperation which met at the United Nations Vienna International Centre on 23 and 24 October 2023, inter alia, to discuss the design and content of the present report.

The starting point for the concept and analysis of this report is Article 19 of UNTOC, its express wording, official explanatory material (*Interpretative Notes*,[10] *Travaux préparatoires*¹¹) and the extensive range of interpretative and implementation tools produced by UNODC, the CoP and its Working Groups. The report also takes due account of provisions relating to joint investigations found in other international instruments and regional frameworks along with the explanatory material for these instruments. Several international bodies, chief among the Eurojust, the European Union Agency for Criminal Justice Cooperation and its Joint Investigation Teams Network and the Asociación Ibero American de Ministerios Públicos (AIAMP) Red de Cooperación Internacional (REDCOOP) have also published a range of tools, guidelines, evaluation reports and other materials that contain a wealth of experiences and ideas relevant for the purposes of the present report.

The academic literature on the topic of joint investigations, comprising a few dozen book chapters and journal articles, remains manageable but is noticeably growing — along with the use of JITs in jurisdictions around the world. The academic literature offers invaluable insight into the concept of and experiences with JITs and critical perspectives identifying important legal and practical issues that warrant consideration when establishing and operating JITs.

The sources of the information provided for and used in this report are referenced extensively in footnotes and also in the list of references set out at the end of the report. This report does not involve the use of any classified information and does not contain any personal information about investigators or others involved in JITs. In some instances, the persons consulted for the purposes of this report are referred to by their rank, office, or agency rather than their given and family names.
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